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Mdnteer Notices Harding's
Friendliness
and
Independence
I
By Cliff Ganus III
This year, as always, Thanksgiving was Homecoming for hundreds of Harding alumni. These
former students never fail to be
amazed at the growth Harding is
making. whether they graduated
in 1936 or 1965.
We are constantly reminded
from many sources of the growth
and changes which are taking
place, and it is easy to overlook
the end'Uring qualities that depict
Harding and her students.
Among: the 900 who registered
for las,t week's Lectureship, not
including many hundreds who
doubtless failed to do so, was
one of Harding's best-known
alumni, Jim Bill Mclnteer.
1942 Graduate
Bro. Mcinteer, a featured
speaker of the Lectureship, grad-

uated from Harcling in 1942 and
now serves on the Board' of
Trustees.
Asked to compare the Harding
of his student days with the present colleg:e,. he chose to place
emphasis on the things that have
not changed..
Of course he could not help
but notice a growth from the
physical plant .. The buildings he
remembers from his senior year
are the Benson house, Science
Hall,, Godden Hall, Pattie Cobb,
the Dykes house and some frame
apartments behind Pattie Cobb.
!I'his can hardly compare with
the current $13 million plant.
IT'he enrollment has also grown
by about 1000 students in the
past 25 years.
Greater Opportunity
But he pointed out that the

increase in enroliment and
physical assets only signifies a
greater opportunity and responsibility for service.
"The most important thing
about the Harding student bod'Y',"
he said, "is the love that each
student has for the other. This
love is born of a mutual adoration of the Lord and through the
teaching of His way,. not just
formally in the classroom, but
also through the lives of the
administration, faculty and staff.
Another important characteristic to Bro. Mcinteer is the friendliness shown here to each visitor.
AH of the students, he saidi, seem
to be willing to go out of their
way to serve the visitor, and all
exhibit an unusual amount of
politeness.
He continued, "Harding has an

unusual type of fierce independence, refusing to give in to pressures of any sort if they conflict
with the established policy."
It is as if the school has determined what is rig:ht and wrong
and used this as a guide for all
decisions and policies, he said.
"This is a refreshing contrast to
the laxness of many other institutions."
Allied with this is the equal
treatment give'Il! all students. He
insists that Harding has never
been impressed by a "Mr. Big,"
no matter how much respe.ct he
feels he may command because
of wealth, athletic ability or
looks.
"Of course,, this does not mean
that Harding has ever been clisrespectful of age or accomplishments. But this respect must be

earned."
Sense of Teamwork
Another characteristic Bro. McIntee'l" pointed out was the sense
of teamwork exhibited by Harding students in eveTyi endeavor.
Whether he is performing onstage or pulling the curtain, each
student has his job to do, and
others expect him to do it and
appreciate him for it.
Finally, the leaders of Harding
seem always able to find that
happy balance between "giving
a student too little rope to let
him see if he can walk on it and
too much rope so that he can
hang himself," he said.
"Determining the area between
too much and too little freedom
is probably one of the most difficult tasks a college administration has."

Jim Bill Mdnteer
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First Harding Debate Contest
To Draw About 25 Colleges
Marking the first time Harding
College has ever s.p onsored an
intercollegiate debate and public
speaking tournament,. the first
annual H a r d: in g Invitational
. Forensics Tournament will be
held on the Harding campus, beginning at 8:00 a .m. Friday
morning, Dec. 10 and 11.
Dr. Evan Ulrey, director of the
forensics contest, said that approximately 25 schools from
Louisiana, Texas, Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, lliinois and other states are expected to enter contestants in
the four tournament events: debating, radio speaking, extemporaneous speaking and: persuasive speaking.
A banquet for all the contestants is planned: for Friday evening in the Charles M. White Dining. Hall.
Pi Kappa Delta To Help
The local chapter of Pi Kappa
Delta, the national honorary
forensics fraternitY', will assist
in the tournament; also helping
as timekeepers will be volunteer
students from the Speech 101
classes. Colleges entering students in the tournament will be
expected to provide one or two
qualified ju dges.
Tournament trophies will be
presented to the first and second
place sweepstakes winners, the
first and second place debate
teams and the first place winners
in individual events. Winners of
second and third places in the
individual events will be awared
medals.
Junior and Senior Divisions
Dr. Ulrey stated that the
tournament's debating division
will be divided into a junior and
senior division,, and a school may
enter a maximum of two debate
teams per division.
Each team will debate six preliminary rounds alter nating between negative and affirmative
contentions. Afterwards either 16
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$370,000 Requested for Research
By Don Johnson

Dr. R. T. Clark got Harding
College into research sponsored
by the National Institutes of
Health, and now six grants totaling about $370,000 have been
submitted for approval.
fl'he current research grant will
end on August 1. The three-year
grant totaled $120,000, with the
NIH putting up $40,000 for the
salaries of six professional and 11
student and technical worke'rs.
The grant, entitled "Evaluation
of Physical Fitness Levels of
Children," has processed 1348
subjects, testing: them and then
retesting after they had been
through programs designed to improve their fitness levels. Those in
PE 119 are familiar with the
program.
The program involved a workout oD' the treadmill and also
tests of oxygen consumption. vital
capacity. and changes in blood
chemistry before and after exerWednesday, Nov. 24, the Har- cise.
ding. College Concert Band prePanels Study Proposals
sented their annual lectureship
The six g:rant proposals will be
concert.
evaluated by study panels in
The Thanksgiving concert was Washington; Harding is in comopened with the "Alma Mater"
petition' with other colleges and
by Cathcart-Sanderson. It was universities across the nation for
followed by "Amparita Roca," a them. If the proposals are apSpanish march by Jaime Texidor. proved, Harding would be able to
"Processions of Nobles" from start its programs in either June
"Mlad:a." by Rimsky-Korsakovor September, 1966.
Leidzen was followed by "Elsa's
Main One: $265,290
Procession to the Cathedral" from
The major project would run
Wagner's "Lohengrin."
!Benny Davis was the cornet for three ye'a rs and would cost
soloist in "Wonderland: By Night" $265,290. It would be done in
conjunction with the University
bY" Gunter-Neumann.
"Highlights from Mary Pop- of Arkansas Medical Center and
pins" by Sherman-Reed came would be sponsored by the Nanext on the program with tional Aeronautics and Space Ad"Beguine for Band" by Glenn ministration of Houston.
The project, entitled "Physical
Osser.
The concert was closed with Conditioning and Deconditioning
"National Emblem" by E. E. Bag- for Space Flight," would simulate
weightlessness through flotation
ley.
The band will present a concert studies in water to see how
on Dec. 14. These numbers will physical conditioning could offbe a part of the program with set the ill effects of weightlessother numbers, including several ness.. It often causes low blood
pressure and then fainting when
Christmas songs.

or eight teams will be selected,
on the basis of their won-loss
records and speaker points, to
participate in the final rounds.
One loss in these last crucial
rounds will eliminate a team
from the tournament.
Although the speakers representing Harding had not been
chosen at the Bison's publication
time, Dr. Ulreyi indicated that
Harding will probablyi enter the
maximum 14 contestants. As to
the future of the forensics tournament, Dr. Ulreyi said, "We plan
to make it an annual event,
holding it on the same date in
the fall.."

Lectureship Group
Hears Bison Band

BOB CORBIN, RESEARCH ASSISTANT, runs a Haldane test to
detennine the amounrt of oxygen andi carbon dioxide in expired
air.
- PHOTO COURTESY OF PR OFFICE
the person gets his weight back.
Three Other As·p ects
The proposal' has three other
. name d "Inparts ; th e secon d' is
vestigation of Pharmacological
Ag:ents To Counteract the Effects
of Prolonged' Periods in Space
Conditions." It would study the
effects on performance of antimotion sickness drugs.,
The third part, called "The
Effeicts of Prolonged Periods in
Space Conditions• on Susceptibility to Infection," would be
conducted by Dr. Stevens..
The last part is entitled "Evaluation of Hearing, Performances
in Space Travel." It would be
conducted by Dr. Richard' Walker.
Russell Hair was here· recently
from NASA to look Harding over
as a possible site for the project.
Finding Ear Defects
The National Institutes of
Health would sponsor another
proposed: project, this one

Professor of Biology, would head
anther project entitled "Heteroploidy and Developmental Physiology." An abnormal number
of chromosomes can cause gigantism or dwarfism, so Dr. Hughes
wants to see what physiol:ogical
abnormalities might occur, such
as an increase in metabolism.
'.If the proposal is granted, it
would cost $14,900 for one year.
Another proposal, e n t i t 1 e d
"Establishment of Pulse Rate
Norms for Children," would be
directedi by Dr. Harry Olree of
the Physical Education Department. Normal pulse ranges would
be figured' while the subjects
were asleep; many pediatricians
have been waiting for the results
of the program.
The National Institutes of
Health would pay $13,108 for the
one-year grant..
The last proposal is called
"Biomedical Adjustments with
Exercise in Chronic Disease." Dr.
Clark would be the principal
investigator; the project would
determine the effects of vigorous
'exercises in improving high

"Screening Tests for Retro-eachlear Lesions." Dr., Walker, director of Harding's Speech and
Hearin"'
.,. Clinic, would be the
main investigator.
rrhe two-year proje·c t would
cost $30,114 and would aim to
find a more sensitive method of
detecting ear defects than the
present method. Dr. Walker has
devised a veryi sensitive audiometer to be tested during the
project.
IT'he "new math" has been giving manyi teachers fits, so Dr.
Joseph Pryor would direct a
joint program with White County
high schools to help the teachers
to understand it better. Help
would also be available to them
from the Department of Mathematics here.
The National Science Foundation would pay $9,648 to sponsor the one-year grant.
Dr. Norman Hughes, Associate

b~ood! pressure and chronic heart

disease.
The grant, from the NIH, would
total
period.$36,080 over a two-year

Seniors, GRE Set
For Dec. 11and 13
Graduate Record Exams will
be given to all graduating seniors
on Dec.. 11 and 13. This test is
a must for graduation.
There are three parts to the
Graduate Record Exams. These
are the Scholastic Aptitude, the
Area, and the Advance Tests.
All seniors must take the Scholastic Aptitude. The Area and
Advance Tests are given to all
seniors who are not certifying
to teach.
The test will be conducted in
Bible 200.

Little Theatre Season To O pen
1With Double Feature Tomorrow
By Linda Schmidt

NO USE WORKING all the time, so David Smit h (left) takes time out for a bite of barbecue
Thanksgiving Day at the annual Lectureship ~oo n meal. Pat Barker wields the fork.
-

PHOTO BY MAUDLIN

Tomorrow night, Dec. 2, the
Little Theatre season at Harding
resumes with the presentation of
"Sorry, Wrong Number" and
"The Case of the Crushed
Petunias."
"Sorry, Wrong Number" is a
murder-mystery adapted to stage
from the radio script. It tells the
story of an ill woman, Mrs.
Stevenson, who ove-rhears a telephone conversation in which two
men are planning the murder of
an innocent woman.
Mrs .. Stevenson is alone in the
house and unable to leave her
bed. She frantically tries to obtain help from the seemingly disinterested telephone operators
and the police.

The tension builds as the
audience gradually realizes whose
murder is being planned. Terry
Eyman is directing this one-act.
The cast includes: Mrs. Stevenson, Mrs . Fran Hudgens; Operator, Suzie Townsley; First Man,
Gil Clark; Second Man, Stennis
Johnson; Chief Operator, Julie
Huddleston; Information, Judy
Norris; Hospital Receptionist,
Anita Stauffer; Western Union,
Dale Turner; Sergeant Duffy,
Andy Saunders; and Counter Attendant, David Howell .
Life In Prilnanproper
"The Case of the Crushed
Petunias" is a Tennessee Williams
one-act. Miss Dorothy Simple
owns and runs the Simple Notion
Shop. She lives nearby and has
planted a double row of petunias

around her home and shop.
Her whole life is governed by
the principles of her home town:
Primanproper, Massachusetts. Her
shop and her life are invaded! by
a young man trying to sell her
"Life, Incorporated." Bob Adams
is the director.
The cast is Patty Viles as Miss
Dorothy Simple; Al Moore as the
Young Man; Wayne Craig as the
Officer; and Janie Rittenour as
Mrs. Dull.
Season Ends Dec. 16
The 1965 Little Theatre Season
will be concluded with the presentation of "Good-Bye to the
Clown" directed: by Max Hager
and "The Valiant" directed by
Linda Schmidt on Dec. 16. All
presentations are in the Small
Auditorium beginning at 6:30 p.m.
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YD' s, YR' s Seek to Stir Political Interest

From fhe Editor's Desk:

Harding Teachers are Underpaid;
Raise Tuition to Raise Their Pay

Demo's: 2-Party
System is Great

We hear often about how expensive Harding is,
but we don't agree. We don't think the costs are prohibitive at all.
It's true that one can attend his own state university or another state school for less cost than he
can attend Harding, because usually the tuition is
paid from the state coffers. But if he goes out of state
as many students do, he won't be any better off.
Consider these examples:
At the University of Arkansas, an out of state
student pays about $1245 yearly, $470 of it for
tuition and fees. At the University of Alabama the
total is $1320; at the University of Texas, $1356; at
the University of Oklahoma, $1226.
Most Private Schools Cost More
If you think Harding is expensive as private
schools go, look at Tulane University, where the bill
is about $2300 yearly. At Southern Methodist University the yearly cost is about $1850.
Harding's costs may be hard to meet for a few
people, but most families can cover them without too
much trouble. And we wonder whether we aren't
stressing, wrongly, the student's finances instead of.
the teacher's. The members of Harding's faculty
could, on the whole, make far more somewhere else,
and that isn't right.
Teachers Go Into Debt
We were told recently by a faculty member that
most of the teachers here have to go into debt to
own the things they have.
If the tuition were raised to $20 per hour, the
cost for the average student would rise about $60
yearly. That isn't much, and we think it would be
less than the increased benefits we would derive
from being able to compete better with other schools
in the race to get more teachers.
If we have 1600 students next year, that number
times $60 equals $96,000. If all of that went to the
teachers, divide it by 80 and each faculty member
would get a salary hike of $1200.
They deserve every penny of it.
-D.J.

Personal Talent and Friendliness
Make Dr. Ganus An Able President
One of the speakers on the Lectureship program
began his speech by asking all who believed that Dr.
Ganus would do an excellent job as president of the
College to stand up.
As one of those 1300 people who immediately
rose to their feet, this writer as a student had a
special feeling in standing up with that huge crowd.
Dr. Ganus an Example of Vitality
Dr. Ganus brings to the office of the presidency
an admirable array of talents and abilities. To complete this assortment, the new chief executive possesses a spirit and vitality which was so greatly exemplified in his predecessor.
But talent, natural abilities and a spirit of
vitality are naturally expected to be possessed by
the head of an academic institution such as Harding.
Still, there is a certain quality which makes Dr.
Ganus a little special to us as students.
Dr. Ganus Takes Interest in Students
That quality is a sincere desire of Dr. Ganus to
be close to the students and to take a real interest in
students' activities and their general welfare.
It is a common sight to find Dr. Ganus playing
a lively game of basketball with one group of stu.:
dents or carrying on a conversation on school spirit
with another.
In short, besides bringing a vast array of talents
to his office, Dr. Ganus also brings a spirit of closeness and friendship for the student~ a quality which
is endearing him to the student body.

-K.

s.

When Richard Abshire, local
president of the Young Democrats, is asked about the twoparty system in Arkansas, he
jokingly says, "Yes,. I believe in
a two-party sys.t ern - De·m ocrats
in office and Democrats who want
in office."
!But he continues, "The Republican Party has been in Arkansas a long time, but before
they did not have the leadership
they now have." This le•a dership,
he says, is responsible for t he
growth the party has experienced.
"But as far as I'm concerned
it is a healthy sign; for a strong
two-party system stimulates both
sides. My confidence is still in
the Democratic party and its
candidates, however," he concludes,
Organized in 1964
The YD's got their start in
the spring of 1964 soon after
the Young Republicans organized.
John Browning, Jr., then the
state president of the YD's, and
Paul Henson came to Harding to
seek out those interested in
starting a chapter here. Since it
was late in the semester it was
decided to wait until the fall to
start the group.
That fall Max SafelY' and
Richard Abshire called the first
organizational meeting, Six officers from the state organization came to that meeting to
help begin the club.

By Ron Doran
The prevailingi political! climate
on the Harding campus has long
been conservative, but not necessarily Republican or Democratic.
In. 1964 the two national parties
were defined as conservative and
liberal, and the Young Republicans' and Young Democrats are
thought to have these labels also.
This, however, is a misconception. The YR's andJ YD's1 do
diffor in direction ..
But whate.v er their differences,
it is seen that both political
groups on campus are tryingi to
At the second meeting Abshire
became president, and Jerry Starr
was chosen sponsor. Curt McKnight drew up the constitution.
Aided Campaign
The locats did not have many
meetings last year, but they did
distribute posters and brochures
to aid President Johnson's campaign in Arkansas, as well as
doing personal campaigning.
In a recent spee<:h to the club
Abshire said, "In our organizational efforts last year we took
the first step forward; this year
we plan to take more than one
step."
The club's main purpose is to
"stimulate gTeater interest in the
Democratic Party and in politics
in general." They belie'Ve the
Democratic Party to be today's
best framework within which to
strive toward political achievement.
State Is Open Frontier
Abshire added, "We are glad

make a twentieth century fact of
Pericles' statement concerningi
Athens, when: h e said:
"Here each individual is interested not only in his own affairs, but in the affairs of the
state as well; even those who
are mostly occupied! with their
own business are extremely well
informed on generali policies this is a peculiarity of ours: we
do not say that a man who takes
no interest in politics is a man
who minds his own business; we
say that he has no business at
all."
to have the opportunity to aid
the Democratic Party on the
Hanling campus and in White
County. We believe this state is
really an open frontier for those
who want to participate in
politics."
"It is better to be governed
by good men than by good laws, "
he says . "In Arkansas and in the
nation we have' a good constitution and a good system of laws.
Howeve·r , we lack enough meri "
in the political profession."
"That is the chaHenge," he
continued!, "that we as YD's face:
to develop and inspire able men
to be leaders in politics and in
public service."
The YD's are planning to bring
noted political speakers to the
campus this year. They also want
to encourage student participation in individual speeches, panel
discussions and, symposiums to
effect a greater personal interest
in the mechanics of the political
process.

ON OUR STAGE

'Dream Viewed as a Little Symphony
By JULIE HUDDLESTON
William Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," directed by Odis Ctayton, was enthusiasticallyi received here last
we'ek by a well-filled! house both'.
Friday and Saturday nights.
Produced with simplicity and
directness,. "Dream" had the effect of a Little Symphony. The
encompassing theme was the impending marriage rite of Theseus
and Hippolyta, king. and queen of
Athens, played with color and.
dignity by Mark Miller and Taffy
Anderson.
Al'so in the court group were
Max Hager and Bob West, whose
vigorous, well-defined characterizations of Philostrate and Eg.eus
deserve special mention .
UNDERNEATH THE
MAIN
theme were the harmonic complications of the four loveTS, who,
having run awaY' from unwanted
bonds, found themselves still
worse entangled with
one
another in an enchanted forest.
Patty Viles and Ann Clark
were both graceful and beautiful
as Hermia and Helena. Playing
opposite were Bill Houts and Bob

Adams, their boyish, frustrated
suitors..
Adding: fuel to the flame was
gleeful, winsome Paul Kite as the
mischievous Puck, a recurring
flute-theme tying the scenes together.
fI'hroughout the composition
glimmered the blue-green world
of the forest spirit. Andy Saunders, interpreting Oberon in percussive tones, was an effective
contrast to melodic Jan Chapman, the fairy queen. To augment her were five spirits whose
fairy dance was a credit to Assistant Director Erlene Laney.
AND IN COMPLETE contrast
was the play's most endearing
and! ~ovablei character, Bottom
the Weaver, played with exactly
the right touch by Cliff Ganus
III. Though handicapped by being well-known on campus, Cliff's
interpretation of Bottom had a
warmth and understanding which
set him apart from the other
''mechanicals."
Jere Choate, as "Moonshine,"
was also a complete character.
Terry Eyman, Vic Thom,, Al

Moore and; Dale Turner, though
rather too slapstick for some
sophisticates, made the audience
scream with delight as they rehearsed and presented a play for
the weddfi.ng party.
"Dream" was certainly a credit
to director, technicians and costumers, but was not without its
problems. Shakespeare, even in
the simplest style, desires great
strength .. Many of the characters
seemed unaware of the meanings
in their speeches, and played, as
a whole, shallowly.
As the lovers' scenes lacked
vitality and depth, the comedians
tended to steal the evening.. The
fairy and court scenes wanted
more laciness;, more complication,more variety of rhythm and
movement.
But perhaps we are trying to
compare a lovely Walt Disney
cartoon with a Wagnerian Ideala
spectacle. "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" can be produced
either way to achieve either purpose.
And our Dream was achieveddelightfully ..

Rats and Roaches

Students Overcome with Idealism
BY JIM WILSON
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ilt seems that college students
mur something about a resemfrom the "town and gown" riots
blance to the "peculiar insituof Oxford down to the BeTkeley
tion .."
vulgarities have always been
iLike naughtyi children who
among the freest to make opinturn to the Song of Solomon
ions and t h en the most uninhibitwhen anxious guardians make
ed in expressing themselves .
them read from the Bible to imStudents so often act before
prove their morals, these students
they think, or at least before
will pull the quotation "a state
they have been exposed to all
without means of some change is
the facts. Frequently impetuous . without the means of its own
young people speak on the spur
conservation" from compassionof the moment as if with great
nate oM Edmund Burk's Reflecinsight on all problems ("He
tions on the French Revolution.
meant no harm in scribbling;
THEY have such a warped
'twas his way upon all topics.")
view of history that they make a
when they have little learning
big thing over one little stateand less expeTience.
ment by the granddaddy of all
THEN sometimes greenhorns
Republicans, "All social progress
will even have a bit of knowis laid! to discontent," and ignore
ledge about the subject of which
the well-known facts that he
they: are speaking and still will
thought the Negro forever income to the most preposterous
ferior, favored freedmen's coloniconclusions. Faced' with the' inzation in Africa and used the
disputable fact that the District
Emancipation just as a weapon
to finish up the task of conseTvof Columbia is a "special' situation,'' these irresponsible stuing the Union. And then Jefferdents fall back on over-simplifison - such wildl ideas they get
from that kind, slave-holding
cation, a term they often apply
to their prewar elders, and murSouthern aristocrat.

Students, unencumbered by
responsibility ana common sense,
will listen to almost anybody., If
what they hear makes sense {if
onlyi to them, all the better) they
just might take the thing seriously. Unhampered by the baggage
of practicalities, they may apply
their newfound truths impartially
to every: situation they encounter.
NOT yet having confronted
much of this crude, immutable,
impenetrable world, if you do not
watch then\: these college kids
will easily fall for the whole
equality bit. Lacking lifelong
orientation, how are they to
realize the need for war, discrimination, economic exploitation and starvation?
!More mature minds realize that
if we let these students, "with
their feet planted firmly in the
air," continue on their irresponsible way, anarchy is sure to
follow . Society has to be held together by somebody. This is true.
This is what mature minds are
for.

GOP's Push Hard
In 1964 Campaign
"To help in firmly establishing
a two-party system in Arkansas"
is one of the ultimate goals of a
relatively new campus organization, the1Young Republicans ..
The YR's had their beginning
on the campus when the College
Chairman of the organization
visited Hardingi in the s.pring of
1964. He contacted Ralph Gilbertson and Gene Engles,. who
formulated plans to begin the
group ..
. After administrative approval
of the constitution, the YR's
started out with 35 members.
The 35 members entitled that
year's club to send eight delegates to the state convention at
Little Rock. One• of the delegates ,
Berkeley Hackett, was elected! to
a state office as Member-at-Larg.e.
Engles Runs
Gene Engles ran against the
incumbent State Chairman and
received one-third, of the votts,
which was considered a good
showing. for the first year at the
convention.
Since 1964 was an election
year, interest quickly grew in
the club. But factions de•v eloped
within the ranks - one group
wanted to campaign only for
presidential candidate Goldwater,
another was only for gubernatorial nominee Rockefeller and a
third group wished to support all
the Republican candidates.
The third group won out, and
working together the club canvassed two of Searcy's four wards.
As a result of their work 200
made a commitment to vote for
the Republican candidates.
Transportation to Polls
On election day the club saw
to it that these people reached
the polls. They made phone calls
to ali of them and provided transportation for those who needed
it.
As a result of their efforts
196 of the contacts got to the
poll'S., and the two wards they
covered voted predominantly Republican. This helped carry Searcy
for the party. For their work the
group received! a commendation
from Goldwater and several other
Republican leaders.
This year, with Mr. Perry
Mason as sponsor, the YR's elected Engles as chairman, Tom Milton co-chairman and Bob Rader .
treasurer.
Club Aims Set
The purposes of the club are to:
1). Bring young people into the
RepubHcan par·t y and provide opportunities for them to find political experience> and recognition.
2) Train young people as effective political workers and to
cooperate in electingi Republican
nominees.
3) Foster and encourage action
of the Republican partyi and promote its ideals.
4) Collect, analyze, discuss and
disseminate information concerning cur·rent political affairs.
Vietnam Position
Chairman Engles described the
chapter's view concerning the
U.S.'s current policy in Vietnam,
saying, "We support the President's policy (even though he is
a Democrat) if it means total
victory in Vietnam and doesn't
turn out to be another Korea."
He also mentioned that "when
a former presid'ential candidate
advocated the present policy followed in Vietnam, he was called
a warmonger."
Another goal for the local
chapter is a greate,r membership
so that they can send a larger
delegation to the state convention and get some more of their
members into state offices.
The YR's now have 35 members, some of whom are associate
members .. Club dues are $1, and
25¢ of this goes to the state
organization for the . monthly
paper, "Arkansas Outlook."
Copies of the club constitution
and a brochure' on who the YR's
are can be obtained from any of
the club officers.

I Campus Quote
j_Of the Week
Jack Ry•a n, explaining his slick
pate in chapel Monday: "Grass
doesn't grow on a busy street."
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E:laine l-luddleston Bows Along with Symphony
By Margaret Ashton
"Playing in a symphony wh en
a ll the players know their parts
a nd can plaY' them w ell is t h e
greatest experience. There is
nothing like it! With me it's almost like a religious experien ce
or like t he feeling a n at hlete has
a fter he's played a g,ame well."
These w ere the excited words
of sophomore Elaine Huddleston ,
a member of the Arkansas St ate
Symphony Orchestra, as she
spoke on her favorite subj ect:
music.
"When you play m usic, you
fall in love with it ,," she continued. " Even if you don't like

it a t first, the more y ou pla y it,
the more you like it."
'E laine, who plays first violin
in the group m ade' up of Arkansas musician s housewifes,
facul ty from surrounding colleges,
doct ors, etc. - and directed by
Mr . V asilios Priakos, the assistant
conductor of the Denver Symphony, is a great advocate of
good music, espe cially orchestral
music.
Part of Education
"Orchest ral music is a great.
part of education in general. The
popular music of todaY' is so
shallow that many have lost contact with great classical music,"
sh e sai<l She encourages everyone to give it a chance.
The Ark,a nsas orchestra plays
McCALL'S PATTERNS
a variet y of music, including
Wagner, Rimsky-.K orsakov and
as w ell as local com11
It's very Modl~ Dvorak
posers. They practice weekly in
Sew fashion's
Lit t le Rock at the First Baptist
"all girl" look ... Church, alt hough additional re-

BIND IT WITH BRAID -.

with dainty_
"Continental" detalfingl

h earsals ar e necessary before a
concert.
One becomes a member of the
group through audition, although
Elaine n ever formally did so.
Vernal Richardson, H a r d i n g
music professor, is assistant director of the orchestra and was
formerly her t eacher . Since he
was acquainted with her ability,
she became a member without
auditioning.
Flutist Also Plays
Another Harding student, freshman Jane Chester from Little
Rock , plays flute with the
orchestra.
The Arkansas State Symphony
is making a concentrated effort
this year to become established
on a regular basis. In the past it
has been disorganized, but has
improved greatly over last year.
The public reaction has been
very g.ood so far this year.
Mr. Priakos, the conductor,. is
on a part time basis but will be
permanent next year if the people show acceptance and support. The group will present a
progra m at Harding n ext spring.
Concerts Slated
Students can come to concerts,

FAMILY

Air conditioning
hint from

SHOE
STORE
Featuring
Rand and Randcraft

~··If'

Shoes for Men

This is no place

I

paying for them separately, Sunda)'I, Dec. 5 is the next program,
which is Handel's Messiah, followed by Dec. 18's concert presentation, including "The Legend
of Petit Jean," accompanied by
a ballet company. In January the
Romero family of classical guitarists will play with them.
!Ellaine's musical background
began in a class in elementary
school in C o 1 o r a d o Springs.
Later the family moved to
Boston and she studied for
two years at the New England
Conservatory of Music, taking
theor)'I, string ensemble and private lessons ..
After her family moved to
Nashville, where they now live,
she studied under Mr. Richardson and! Miss Wilda Tinsley. She
then attended Sewanee, Tenn.,
Music Center at the University
of the South after her senior year
in high school. That same summer she came to the music camp
at Camp Tahkodah where Mr.
Richardson taught theory and
violin.
Last year Elaine attended
David Lipscomb, at the same time
taking private lessons from Shel.don Kurland at George Peabody
College .. She has been a member
of the Youth Orchestra in Nashville, a group for high school and
early college musicians.
A music major here., Elaine• has
no definite plans for the future.
She doesn't particularly want to
teach, but has no other definite
plans, other than thoughts of
working with a
community
orchestra.
Her d'edication to music is admirable and her musicianship is
accomplished. But most of all, she
has the often-missing enthusiasm
for her chosen field.

Priest Chosen for Honor
Fiancees

for unskilled hands

Dean Priest, assistant professor of mathematics and acting
chairman of the department, has
been selected: bY' the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics to have his name added
to a list of college and university teachers across the nation
who have an interest and a responsibility in s.p ecialized education of elementary and! secondary
school mathematics teachers.

Miss Wonderful

It takes skill and know-how to
install an air conditioner and
adjust it for trouble-free, economical operation. That's why
all of our men are thoroughly
trained in the application of air
conditioning.

Poll Parrot Shoes
For Children
200 North Spring

With Carrier, you get double
protection: a quality engineered
product and a quality service
setup. Let us tell you about it.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
Frosting -

Reg $15.00

Special $12.50

Jeannie's Hair Fashion Studio
HEIDS LOVELL, Operator

~!i&\i.

JEANNIE GUICE, Owner and operator

LA,NGLEY'S
National Fabrics

OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
SOUTHWEST CORNER

103 N. Sowell

CH 5-4442

COURT SQUARE
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Your Good Food Headquarters

Ladies and Teens

Highway 67 East

121 North Spring
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UNCLE DUDLEY'S
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COUPON

$.19 HAMBURGERS
$.24 MILK SHAKES
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BISON SPECIAL
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BILL'S FROZEN DELIGHT

~

Save 60% or More

manship, best appeal to children
and the best story book characterization.
rrhe men's social clubs are also
busily engaged in selecting and
buying or building toys at a cost
not to exceed $1.99 or cost under $.99. The social clubs having
100% participation among its
members will receive a certificate
from the Council.. In addition, the
club with the greatest number of
toys will receive an extra award.
Both the dollies and toys will
be presented to children in
orphans' homes across the country for Christmas gifts. Last
year's enthusiastic response from
the homes was a chief factor in
the decision to carry on the traditional projects.
Besides the drives for the
children, each wing of the dormitories on campus is preparing a
food basket to be given to a
needy family in the city. This is
a new project and S.A. President
Dwayne Van Rheenen states, "I
hope everyone will join in and
help in this way of making
Art Students A ttend
Christmas brighter for many peoLittle Rock Collection
ple."
Xmas Party
Thursday, Nov .. 18, the Bijitsu
Club journeyed to Little Rock for
11.'he Christmas Party for the
the annual Delta Art Show. After entire school is scheduled for Satleaving the Delta Show, the art urday, Dec. 11, at 6:30 p.m. The
students went to the Greenhouse night's activities will begin in the
Gallery and to the Little Rock College auditorium withaprogram
University Hospital for the show- which will feature a one-act
ing of Indian art.
melodrama under the direction
Members who went were Paul of Odis Clayton. Door prizes,
Pitt, David Fieids, Paul Hess, a w a r d s for club participaTomm)'l Bateman, Faye Bush, tion in the Dolly and Toy Drives
Carole Lee, Kristie Hill, Rue and entertainment will highlight
Marie Helm, Dan Coston, Cliff the program.
Barnes and Hanaba Munn. SponCaroling
sors are Tom Watson, Mrs. Mason
i.After the conclusion of the
and Bob Privitt.
program, the students will leave
campus in several groups and
Armed Forces, ACC to carol in different sections of the
city. The singing groups will proVisit Placement Office
bably number about 30 students
An Officer Selection Team of each.
Variety is the key in the enthe Armed Forces and a repretertainment program scheduled
sentative of the Abilene Christian
for the gym. Several groups will
College Graduate School will be
appear, including the trio of
interviewing students on the
Green-Griffin-Miller, Syn et t e
Harding campus during this week.
Hubbard, Dan Smith and a new
On Thursday, Dec. 2, Lieutengroup on campus named the
ant Severa and Sergeant Wright,
Barons. A special feature of the
Officer Selection Team, U. S.
Army, San Antonio, Texas, will program will be the reading of
the Letters to Santa from the
be on campus. Those interested
members of the student body.
ma)'l see these officers tomorrow
Letters to Santa
morning.
Mr. Marshall Clinkscales, AsCouncil members are urging
sistant Admissions Officer at that everyone find a pen and a
Abilene Christian College, will be bit of originality and humor and
available to talk with students to let Santa Claus know their
who may be interested in enter- wishes for the season. Santa's
ing a graduate program at A.C.C. private mailbox will be set up
He will be on campus Saturday, within a few days in the Student
Dec. 4 . Please make an appoint- Center for the letters.
ment with the Placement Office
Overall, Van Rheenen states
if you wish to see Mr. Clink- that the party "will be one of the
most exciting and fun-filled ever."
scales.
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By Ken Starr

Christmas is a special time of
the year at Harding with the
spirit of the season and the anticipation of a two-week vacation from studies.
This year Christmas plans are
underway to shape the season into an even better and more exciting one. The Student Association annually plans both a Christmas party and a central project
which involve the entire student
body.
Dolly Drive
After much discussion, the
Council voted to continue last
year's project of a dolly drive for
the girls and a toy drive for the
men students.
The doll)'I drive is being handled through the women's social
clubs on campus, and a goal of
500 dollies has been set. There is
no size limit on the dolls and
awards will be presented for the
best originality, humor,. crafts-

.1n

j

i

Christmas Party Highlights
Harding Holiday Festivities

Latest Styles
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Make The

Serving Good Food For 28 Years

STUDENTS

*

FOR THE BEST IN EATING

ROBERSON'S
RENDEZVOUS RESTAURANT

i

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.
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Two G a ll ons of Antifreeze
Tune-Up - Parts not included
ONLY -

$9.95

§
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RACE STR'EET TEXACO
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Must Have Coupon For Discount
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Phi Delta's Outing

LC's Plan Club Banquet
At thefr last meeting the La~
Companeras discussed plans fo;·
their banquet which will b€
held in December. Plans were
also made for a bunking party
at the club sponsor's home t c
complete work on their banque'
l ecorations.
On Nov. 21, the club sponsor ,
Mrs. Russ Simmons, was given a
surprise birthday party at her
home.

:-leld at Petit Jean
Phi Delta's and their dates en;oyed a fall outing to Petit Jean
:iountain near Morrilton, Satur~ay, Nov. 13. Many of the girls
nade it a full day by coming
Jack by way of Russellville• and
1ttending
the
Harding -Tech
5ame.
. Those attending were Annette
.Phil1ips,. Peter Christy; Trish
:1ouse, Ron Boudra; Lynn Rolen,
~onnie Reave•; Nancy Allmon,
fom Miller; Kay Wilhite, Leo
Foster; Judy Clark, David Howell;
Pam Thompson, Sid'ne.y Roper;
and Linda Porter,, Jeff Black.
Jo Ogle
Also Sandie Burk, Randy Allison;
Krape, Da~e Turner;
·ogle-Hale Wedding Set G a yMarilyn
t e Chronister, Mike McMackin; Maryetta Sandley, Tom
F~r~ 't>e~: I7:in.Searcy
Woltman; · Twyla Pate, Spencer
~ . ' ~nd · M~s~ :. T. N, Ogle of Lane; Vera Holloman, Ken
, Forest, .Ind.~ ai:i'iiounce · the en- Hobby; and Mr .. and Mrs. Neale
. g.age~~nt and approaching marri:.. Pryor and Lori and Allen.
".~g~ · of their. :·da.ti.ght'er, Jo, ~o
Eryfill. . A.. :a111~. son o( . Mr. and
l\fr:~. I, K Hale of :Rtisselville, Ark. Sue Romero Bride-Elect
· · M~s ·~le ~ i;,·s0phomo1~e hon;ie
.', ecoiiolp,ips,
for. '" S11-e .is . a.merµ.- Of Ralph McCluggage
.. ber of the T.ofebt social club.
·
The approaching marriage of
· . ·; Mr. ·naie'is ~nior Bible major
~nd is ~ ~e'mber
.t he Timothy Patricia Sue Romero to Ralph
· c1{ii>. .... ·
·
Melvin McCluggage, son of Mr.
The wedding is planned for and Mrs.. Melvin McCluggage of
Dec. 17' at'tlle Do...Wtown Church :J)erby, Kan., is being announced
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
· of Christ· in Searcy. ·, ·
:1.. :: ·,:~:·: ; .. l.'"-'...;,·~
· .,._:,;...,.......__ __
Stanley Paul Romero of New
·,._;· . '
.• . . .
: . 1.
.
' ..
Orleans, La.
The marriage will be celebrated
at the Westside Church of Christ
in Searcy Thursday, Dec. 18, at
8:00 p.m.
Miss Romero is a senior elementary education major and a
·. ·MEA's third function, a hay- member of Oege social. club Mcride and country-style supper, Cluggage, a member of Frater
was held Saturday, Nov. 3 at the Sodalis social club, is a senior
pumping station.
Bible major.
Those attending were Jo Ann
· Ayers, John Heard; Barbara
Four and twenty are the most
. · ·Bonnell, ·~im Anderson; Kay Bonat four you
. nell, Dale Work; Carlotta Brown, desirable ages Jerryi Cherry; Nancy Dowdy, know all the questions, and at
Wayne Willi~son; Sandy David- twenty you know all the anson, Mike Moore; Marilyn Grif: swers.

a

A hayride to Camp Wyldewood
followed by a cookout, games and
a devotional at Bee Rock was the
Kappa Phi third function held
Friday, Nov .. 12.
Girls and their dates who attended were Janice Barry, Randy
Randolph; Faye Freeman, Jimmy
Scudder; Arlene Craig., Johnny
Heard; Carol Callahan, David
Veara; Emile Beavers,. Mike
Moore; Barbara Christy, Dave
Cole; Donna Chambers, Paul
Hess; Sandy Sells, Cecil Booth;
and Beth Smith, Dennis Organ.
Others were LaDonna Stovall,
Ronnie Rubio; Nyla Greenway,
Darrell Chittyi; Avayd Barrett,
Bobby Orr; Delores Handley, Max
Lorenz; Rhydonia Holt, Roy
Merritt; Jane Chester, Floyd
Meredith; and Jan Hawkins,
Steve Pope.
Also attending was club beau

of

· .C ountry·Su.pper,,
"Hayride Attract .

.MEA·'s Escorts

fin, Sonny Guild, Gwen Griffith,
Don Selvidge; and Pat Jones, Roy
Merritt.
Others included Alice Karnes,
Melvin Stinnett; Elesa Maddox,
Ftoyd Meredith; Mary Rogers,
· Van Ristau; Nancy Scott, Bill
Houts; Kathy Sims, Sherman
Shewmaker; Sandy Simpson, Don
Wheeler.
Barbara Wall, Gary Rimer;
Jewel Ward, Don Babb; Sue Wilson, Steve Thornton; Sharon
Wisener, James Matheney; Carol
Brewer, Bill and Linda Bridges;
and Mr . ancL Mrs. Bernie Vines.
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Raymond Hill
1515 E. RACE STREET

Koger-Crider Wedding
Announced for Dec. 18
Mr. and Mrs. William Clifford
Koger of Bartlesville, Okla .., announce the coming marriage of
their daughter, Martha Louise, to
Randall Brian Crider, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Desmond Crider of
Memphis, Tenn.
·T he wedding will take place
Dec. 18 at 3:00 at the Sixth and
Dewey Church of Christ in Bartlesville.
'l'om Blucke·r with Linda Miller.
The group was accompanied by
the Johnny Berryhill's.

As every thread of gold is
valuable, so is every moment of
time.

By Ann Camp
Amid soft lights, reflective
nusic, and a mood of expectance,
the nominees for Petit Jean
Queen and May Queen win be
presented to the student body in
3eparate chapel programs.
The Petit Jean nominees, made
:ip of the men's social club
queens, will be presented Thurslay, Dec .. 9, while the May Queen
nominees, representatives of the
.vomen's social clubs, will be pre:;ented Monday, Dec. 13.
Petit Jean Nominees
rrhe nominees for the title of
Petit Jean Queen are Kay Bonnell, AEX; Ann Hedrick,. APK;
Marilyn Cobb,. Beta Phi Kappa;
Carol Bonnell,, Chi Sigma Alpha;
and Jo Ann Kelly, Delta Iota.
Joan Ritchie, Frater Sodalis;
Linda Williams, Galaxy; Tana
McDonald, Kappa Sigma; Linda
Robinson,'Koinonia; Carol Prucha,
Lambda Sigma; Sherry Balthrop,
Mohican; Sandi Smith, Pioneer;
Linda Byrd, Sigma Tau Sigma.
Paula Peacock, Sub-'f-16; Sue
Wilson, TNT; and Billie Bronson,
TAG.
rI'he queen and her court will
be presented on Petit Jean day
when all students will receive
their 1966 yearbook.
May Queen Nominees
The May Queen nominees are
Margaret Arnold, Beta T a u
Gamma; Linda Benson, Oege;
Barbara Cooper, Kappa Delta;
Tommie Courtney, GATA; Peggy
Grandi , Regina; Francene Goss,
Ju Go Ju; Delores Handley, Kappa

SUNDAY AFTERNOON 2:00-5:00 -

DECEMBER 5

PAR.KER BROS. FLORIST
917 East Race

Phi; Brenda Jackson, LC; Alice
Karnes, MEA; Mollie LaFevor, Tri
Kappa.
Erlene Laney, Zeta Rho;
Suzanne Learned, Tofebt; Tana
McDonald, WHC; Dale Philbrick,
Ko Jo Kai; Sandy Rolen, Phi
Delta; Susan Setliff, Delta Chi
Omega; Linda Spears, Zeta Phi
Zeta; Carole Strickler, Theta Psi;
and Marilyn Vaughn, Omega Phi.

Merle Norman
Cosmetics
Bring
New Life
Into Your
Complexion
With
Merle Norman's
Three
Steps To
Beauty
108 W. Race

CH 5-4917

"Be Thrifty"

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE

Searcy, Arkansas

Stop - Shop - Save

STERLING STORES
"Boosting the Bisons"

t

l

SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

Ii

I

Joe Cunningham

Martha Koger

Nominees for Petit Jean, May Queen
To Be Presented in Chapel Dec. 9, 13

You Are Cordially Invited To
Our Annual
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East End
Barber Shop

1

Cookout, Hayride
Is Third Function
For Kappa Phi's

ma
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Radio & Television Servicenter

I
I
I

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES

1
I

!
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"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
1201 EAST RACE

For All Your Needs

CH 5-2893

Shop and Save
at

'Eat'a

BEN FRANKLIN'S

RESTAURANT

Your Friendly Variety Store

• Private Dining Room
for Banquets and Parties
• Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
• Sunday Buffet

East Side of Square
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~mitlt-Vau9lian

~~ Hardware -

Furniture -

Housewares -

I

Quick Monogram Service

~

FREE PARKING

~

§ 311 East Race

Appliances ~
§

MR. AND MRS. W. H. McMIKLE
PHONE CH 5-3596
·~
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• Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Walloce,
and International

Christmas
Red Tag Sale
SHOE BOX DEPARTMENT
Women's and Children's
Shoes
Sizes 2-7

• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg

At

Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

HEUER'S SHOE STORE

Parrish Jewelry

"Shoes For the Entire Family"

Court Square

West Side of Square

Extra-special buy! Men's quality
s,p ort shirts! Buy several!
Our special low price is only part of the bargain!
Choose from polyester/ cotton solids ... Galey
& Lord plaids . . . iridescents . . . oxfords . . .
herringbones . . . woven plaids or checks. Expertly tailored in the Penney tradition. Such
quality ... come see! Exciting gift buys!

2 for s5
. JUST SAY 'CHARGE IT!'

•

Harriers Get 7th 1n NAIA Meet
By Don Johnson
NAIA National Meet las.t SaturCliff Clark led the way as the day in Omaha, Neb.
Harding cross-country team took
Cliff, a lanky junior from
seventh in the nation at the Shelter Island:,, N. Y., was aim-

when

---

~',,:'~

_lll

ing to make the top 10 among
the individua1 finishers, and he
almost reached his g.oal. It was
his last year of cross-country
competition, although he has
another year of track after this
season,
Cliff's time was 21:58 for the
very hilly four-mile golf course,
which, Harding's harriers say,
is much worse than the Searcy
Country Club.
50 Seconds Faster
Cliff still: managed to cut 50
seconds off the 22:48 that he ran
both last year and the year before. Two years ago he finished
36th, the previous best for a
Harding representative .. Last year
Cliff had been hurt, and: Bobby
Smith led the Harding, group in
finishing 52nd.
Fred McCiish finished 52nd for
Harding, Jim Crawford was four
places behind· him and a third
freshman, Dicki Shenfeld, placed
76th. Ken Ellingwood , a sophomore, was 80th; junior Phil Griffen was 91st and senior Phil
Merrell was 104th.
Clark stayed around 12th place
for the first half of the race, but
he fell back to 23rd during the
third mile. He recovered it all,
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Need
Insurance?
See
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but he didn't do it as spectacularly as Crawford and Griffen did.
Crawford, Griffen Crank Up
Crawford was 17th with 600
yards to go, but he passed 21
men durini;i the rest of the race.
Griffen got 13 behind him in the
same stretch.
Fort Ha)"s State of Kansas. won
the me€t with a score of 43
points, with Whitworth College
of Spokane, Wash., second with
117. Peru State had 171 for
fourth,, and Pittsburg State from
Kansas was four points be'h ind
them.
Perhaps the most frustrated
team was Howard Payne Col'l'ege
of Brownwood, Tex. They had
four finishers well up in the
pack, but their fifth-place man
came in 136th, giving them 176
points.
Central Michigan had 196
points for sixth place, and Harding trailed them with 213.
McMahon Wins
The winner of the meet was
Pat McMahon, a freshman from
Ireland at Oklahoma Baptist University at Shawnee. The little
redhead ran here Nov. 23 and
set a course record at the
Country Club. He said then that
he intended to win the NAIA
Meet,
McMahon led all the way in
recording a time of 20:28. The
second-place man, Don Lakin of
Fort Hays, covered the course in
20:40. Van Nelson, a sophomore
at St. Cloud State in Minnesota,
was third.
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EUBANKS
AGENCY
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Women's
Sportscope

This week's intramural volleyball action shows Omega Phi and
Theta Psi moving ahead in the
winners' bracket. Dropping to the
• Home
losers' division were- Delta Chi
and Regina.
• Fire
\In the losers' bracket, Phi Delta
defeated Ko Jo Kai, Ju Go Ju
• Life
beat W.H.C., and MEA defeated
Oege. Oege had downed MEA in
• Automobile
their first meeting.
The finals in the dorm competition features Patti Cobb and
207 E. Market
Cathcart.
r
The bowling scene shows Theta
+•-na-llll-11-111-11-111-•-•-a-1-fr Psi still in the lead.
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F~uIT OF THE LooM
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED

.

THIRD FUNCTION
COMING UP?
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SIDELIGHTS
BY DON JO HNSON

Better Season -

Three on Dream Team

After Ouachita Baptist lost to Henderson on Thanksgiving Day, the Tigers dropped into a fourth-place tie
with Harding in the AIC. The Bisons had a better overall record, so Harding took the fourth spot and made the
first division, a development that certainly wasn't expected in late August.
Harding frequently has had
players who were of All-AIC caliber, but it's hard to get anyone
on an all-star team when you
finish in last place, or at least
in that area. If you don't believe
it, talk to Johnny Keane and his
team of New York Yankees.
A lot of the credit for the successful season has to go to Jimmy
Howard, Pete Henry' and Donnie
Cox. Howard was the top figure,
and virtually the only one, in
the Harding backfield last year.
This year he was much better,
mainly because he had lots of
help.
Pete Henry started for the third
straight year at center, and it
was the third straight year without a blocked punt for Harding.
He always did a stellar job of
blocking and' was named Offensive
Lineman of the Week three times .
Donnie Cox was the most experienced man in the Bison secondary, and he had a big hand in
the pass defense that ranked
second in the conference. Harding's opponents averaged 74
yards per game though the air.
HOWARD GAINED 949 yards
rushing, ranking second in the
AIC to Tech's Hobert Marley, and
was 12th in the nation in rushing before the Tech game. He
picked up 128 yards in that contest; conversely, Marley, who was
leading the nation, picked up
only 44 yards.
Speaking of the Southern State
game: "If we had beaten them
we might have beaten everybody
in the conference but ASTC."
JIMMY FREQUENTLY SHOWED up as more of a power runner than a scatback, and he
thought that weightlifting had a
lot to do with that. Last April he
bench pressed 300 pounds, deadlifted 550, curled 165 and pressed
215 .
Jimmy thought that the A&M
game, "the game that the defense came of age," was the
team's best overall contest. But
he thought the team probably
played its best in the last 10
minutes of the Southern State
and Ouachita games. "If we had
played all of our ball games like
we played the last 10 minutes of
those games, nobody in the AIC
would have come near us."
A FAVORITE TOPIC on the

campus is the outlook for next
year, so we asked him. He said,
"If nobody gets injured, flunks out
or leaves it ought to be our best
year."
Pete Henry and Donnie Cox both
thought that attitude w as the
main reason for the improved
record. Pete said that last year
the team had potential, but the
players weren't satisfied and
wouldn't play as a unit. But this
year "the freshmen had a good
attitude and it rubbed off on us."
PETE THOUGHT that the A&M
game at Pine Bluff was the turning point of the season, because
the offense had been good and
the defense started coming along
in that one. That was the game
in which Harding protected a
10-7 lead by holding the Aggies
seven times inside the 10-.yard
line during the final four minutes.
He reflected the general feeling about the outlook for next
year. "If we keep our freshmen,
I think we'll do all right."
DONNIE COX CITED good
leadership from the captains, Don
Samanie and Bernie Cox, along
with the improved attitude as the
reasons for the better season.
Donnie was quite effective as
a pass receiver, with 187 yards on
only seven catches. He explained
his success thusly: "I was a spot
player on offense, so I could
watch the defense and see what
was coming."
Donnie thinks that next year
could be the best year that Harding has ever had, but he said
that the six seniors would be
hard to replace.
ONE OF THEM is Gail Mote,
who made honorable mention,
and all three of the boys on the
first team thought that Gail
should have been on there with
them. Gail gained 688 yards and
was a big reason for the success
of the other backs; he was a tremendous blocker.
Pete said that Gail"s faking
helped him to do a better job
as a blocker. Pete thought that
Ronnie Higgins (A&M's fullback
who made the first team) wasn't
much of a faker.
Donnie summarized the r ole
that Mote played: "I think Mote's
the best player I ever played with
or against."
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Don't Wait Too Late

ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Soft, springy, absorbent cotton knit. Cut for maximum comfort and smooth fit. Pure white finish that stays fresh-look·
ing washing after washing. Sizes 34-54.

MEN'S 3 FOR

1
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Fo r th a t Christ mas Ch e c kup

SKATING PARTY

49¢ ea.
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HART AUTO SERVICE

TEE SHIRTS

Soft, cotton knit quarter-sleeve shirt. look~ equally v:ell
as an undershirt or sport shirt. Long tuck-in, won t nde
up. Sizes S, M, L, XL.

MEN'S 3 FOR
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High-count Sanforized cotton broadcloth that needs no
ironing. Full cut and panel seat mean comfortable ~t .
Reinforced at stress points. In all-over patterns, solid
colors or white. Sizes 28-52.
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71 3 WEST RACE STREET
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SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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Call Us For Private Parties

Rib knit cotton briefs that "give" with every movement
for full-time comfort. Heat resistant live-elastic waist and
leg bands. Sizes 28-44.
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Harding Squeaks Past LRU, Gets Hendrix in Second Half

Bisons To Host Southern State, A&M

By Doug McBride
Harding College's basketball
Bisons opened their home season
here Thanksgiving Day by conquering the Little Rock University Trojans byi a score of 63-60.
The game was played before an
overflow crowd.
The Bisons led most of the
game, but only by narrow margins. At the end of the first h alf
the score stood 28-27, Harding.
·Harding led all the way up until the final five minutes of play.

Harding h as gotten well int o
their new basketball season, as
the Bisons have now played four
contests.
From now until the season's
end the Bisons will have a gam e
at least every four days except
for the Christmas break.
Thursday, Dec. 2, will be the
fourth time in five games that
the Bisom~ h ave played on the
road. Louisiana Tech will furnish
the Bison opposition.
Bison fans will get a second
1
ook at the team in the following
two games. Southern State will
travel to Searcy Dec .. 4, and Arkmsas A&M will appear Dec. 7 .
These two teams are conference
'oes and Harding supporters can
; et an insight on how well the
1ison five will fare in AIC play
',his year , Both games will count
'n conference play; the Hendrix

Galaxies, Sub-T's
Win Club Football
By Johnny Vaughan
U'he club football wars are
finally over with Galaxyi and
Sub-T emerging as the respective
divisional champions.
In the small club f i n a I e,
Galaxy edged Frater Sodalis, 1412. Trailing most of the way,
the starmen pulled the game out
of the fire in the waning moments in true> championship
style.
Fraters Take Lead
Fraters took a 6-0 lead late
in the first half on Jerry Selvidge's 60-yard pass interception
return. However, Galaxy came
back to knot the score in the
second half on a pass play from
Max Carter to Gene Sharp. The
point after touchdown failed.
Fraters took the ensuing kickoff and marched directly to a
touchdown, once> again taking
the lead. John Barron capped the
drive with a 10-yard touchdown
run. After an exchange of punts,
Galii.xy drove goalward in a lastditch effort.
Carter Winds It Up
With less than two minutes remaining in the game Max Carter
tallied a TD on a short run and
then added the all-important
e:xtra points, and the championship belonged' to Galaxy.
The large club final was a
titanic struggle between Sub-T
and Mohican, with Sub-T winning, 2-0. Unlike the semifinal
game which went into five overtimes, this game merely required
one extra period to complete.
Midway in the first overtime
period, Philip Glenn, t he Sub-T
center, trapped Roy McGee in
the end zone for a safety and the
winning points. Mohican had one
more shot at a touchdown, but
their drive bogged down at t h e
Sub-T 10-yard line, and Sub-T
had captured the large club football championship.

LRU grabbed th e lead twice dur ing this five minutes. With five
seconds left in the game, t h e
score was tied 60-60. LRU h a d
the ball. Followin g a Trojan shot
wh ich missed, Bison guar d Harold
Alexander was fouled while chasing after t he loose ball.
Alexander Sinks Winning Points
A 1-1 situation exist ed at t h e
ch arity line. Wit h four secon ds
left, Alexander made bot h shots
good to give a two point lead to
the Bisons.
LRU took the ball but was unable to score, and Bison Glen
Whitaker was fouled as t he buzzer sounded. He sank one of the
two shots to make the final
score 63-60.
iA.lexan der led all scorers with
18 points. Bobby McKeel and Don
Medley hit 12 each for the Bisons.
Charles Sanders led the Trojans
in scoring with 15 points. Bob
Dobson had 13 for LRU,
Ronnie Hubbard had 12.
Hendrix Falls by 70-59
Coach Hugh Groover's Bisons
continued their winning ways at
Jonesboro last Saturday night
where they downed the Hendrix
Warriors,. 70-59.
At halftime the score was tied
36-36, but the Bisons, led by
freshman Delighter Mike Lamb's
12 points in the last five minutes
of play, came back to win the
contest.
Bison defense held t h e Indians
to 23 points in t he last h alf of
play. Harding scored 34 in the
same period for a 57 % fiel d
shooting average,
Four Top 10 Points
Harding had four scorers in
double figures. Ronnie Brown led
the Bisons with 19 points. John
Valentine had 13. Mike Lamb hit
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DO ALL YOUR
GROCERY SHOPP ING

AT

White House
Grocery &
Market

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday -

for 12, and Alexander had 11.
All-AIC Warrior J oe Murphy
led Hendrix with 22 points.
Glen Whitaker, playing only
the last half, led t he Bison s in
rebounds with seven grabs. Medley and Bell had six each.
Harding led in field goals, 2926. The Bisons also led in free
throws with 12 out of 18 tries.
Hendrix hit 7-11.
This win for t h e Bisons put
their early season r ecord at 2-1.
AIC competition opens Dec. 1 for
the Bisons when they meet Henderson State Teachers College at
Arkadelphia.

; WHITE COUNTY LANES
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For A Relaxing Evening

Try Bowling
Enjoy America's No. 1 Participating Family Sport
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RIAL TO THEATRE

campus life too confining?
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MODERN
BARBER SHOP
NOW HAS THE

WAHC
C/ipJU!r-l/LlC
automatio hair d isp o s al

Break loose In a'BB Mustang I
Take 5 ••. and swing out refreshed.
Coca-Cola-with its bright lively lift,
big bold taste,
never too sweet - refreshes best.
.. things

TRY .IT TODAYI

MODERN
Barber Shop

go

b~Wfth

Coke
-·
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola ComP4f11 bys

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKAN$AS
Across from Echo Haven

Dec. 1, 2, 3

JOHN VALENTINE GIVES the old heave-ho, Gene Hunley gives
h is official viewpoint and a Trojan is dumbstruck in Harding's
63-60 Thanksgiving Day: win over LRU.
- PHoTo ev MAUDLIN
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game did no t,
In the games t hus far Harding
h as shown much improvement
with each outin g. As in football
this year, th e key to t he Bison
basketball success will probably
be how well the freshmen can
improve a nd m old with t he team.

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Dorm become a dungeon? Quizzes got you queasy? Make your
escape Mustang-style! Dazzle your friends with buckets,
stick shift, V-8 power up to 271 horses and all the new
'66 Mustang fun features.
Cool the choicest chicks
on campus with stereo
tape music option! What
are you wait ing forl
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WHITE COUNTY MOTORS
East on Race

